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Abstract— The process of fuzzy modeling or fu zzy
model identification is an arduous task. This paper
presents the application of Memet ic algorith ms (MAs)
for the identification of co mp lete fu zzy model that
includes membership function design for input and
output variables and ru lebase generation fro m the
numerical data set. We have applied the algorith ms on
four bench mark data: A rapid Ni-Cd battery charger,
the Box & Jenkins‟s gas -furnace data, the Iris data
classification problem and the wine data classification
problem. The co mparison of obtained results from
MAs with Genetic algorith ms (GAs) brings out the
remarkable efficiency of MAs. The result suggests that
for these problems the proposed approach is better than
those suggested in the literature.

Index Terms— Memetic Algorith ms (MAs), Genetic
Algorithms (GAs ), Fuzzy Modeling, Fuzzy Systems

because it is a co mputationally expensive
combinatorial optimizat ion problem. So metimes for
fuzzy systems, rules are derived fro m hu man experts
who have acquired their knowledge through experience.
This approach is known as knowledge driven modeling.
This modeling approach becomes difficult, when the
available knowledge is incomplete or when the
problem space is very large. Even though this design
methodology has led to a large nu mber of successful
applications, it is time consuming and subjected to
criticis m for its lack of principles and systematic
methodologies. Thus extract ion of an appropriate set of
rules fro m the observed data is an important and
essential step towards the design of any successful
fuzzy logic based systems. For the data driven
modeling approach, no prior knowledge of the system
under consideration is assumed to be available.

Fuzzy logic provides an effective means to capture
the approximate and inexact nature of the real world.
As the system comp lexity grows, it becomes more
difficult to describe them by precise mathematical
models. Fuzzy logic can describe such complex
systems with linguistic rules [1-2]. The most important
applications of fuzzy logic are control systems and
decision support systems.

Evolutionary algorith ms (EAs) are stochastic search
methods that mimic the metaphor of natural bio logical
evolution and/or the social behavior of species. Genetic
algorith ms (GAs) [3] were the first evolutionary based
technique introduced in literature. GAs are developed
based on the Darwinian princip le of the „survival of the
fittest‟ and the natural process of evolution through
reproduction. Based on its demonstrated ability to
reach near-optimu m solutions to large problems, the
GAs techniques have been used in many applications
in science and engineering [4-5]. Despite their benefits,
GAs may require long processing time for a near
optimu m solution to evolve. Also, not all problems
lend themselves well to a solution with GAs [6].

Successful design of a rule based fuzzy system
depends on several factors such as choice of the
rulebase, membership functions, inference mechanism,
and the defuzzificat ion strategy. Of these factors,
selection of an appropriate rule base is more d ifficu lt

In an attempt to reduce processing time and imp rove
the quality of solutions, particularly to avoid being
trapped in local optima, other EAs have been
introduced during the past decade. In addition to
various GAs imp rovements, recent developments in
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EAs include other techniques inspired by different
natural processes: memetic algorith ms (MAs), part icle
swarm optimization (PSO), ant colony systems (ACO)
etc. The general idea behind memetic algorith ms is to
combine the advantages of evolutionary operators that
determine interesting regions in the search space with
local neighborhood searches that quickly finds good
solutions in a small region of the search space.

II.

25

Fuzzy System

This section presents a brief overv iew of a fuzzy
logic based system. Fuzzy in ference is the actual
process of mapping fro m a given input space to an
output space through fuzzy logic. The term fu zzy
inference system applies to any system whose
operations are based on the concepts of fuzzy set
theory, fuzzy if-then rules and fuzzy reasoning. The
fuzzy inference systems are also known by several
other names such as fuzzy rule-based systems, fu zzy
expert systems, fu zzy associative memories and fu zzy
logic controllers.

In this paper we introduce a modeling approach to
identifying the co mp lete fu zzy model i.e. membership
function design for input and output variables and
rulebase generation from data using MAs and compare
its results with the results obtained fro m genetic
algorith ms (GAs) and the results found in literature.
This paper is organized as follows. Sect ion II is a brief
introduction to fuzzy systems. This is followed by a
brief introduction to Memetic algorith ms (MAs) in
section III. Section IV p resents MAs based procedure
to identify fu zzy models. Sect ion V considers four
bench mark data: A rapid Ni-Cd battery charger, the
gas-furnace data, the iris data classification problem
and the wine data classification problem. Section VI
concludes the paper.

The basic structure of a fuzzy inference system can
be represented as in fig. 1, which consist of following
main modules: (1) the fuzzifier that converts the crisp
inputs into a fuzzy inputs, (2) a knowledge base which
contains fuzzy rules along with a data base or
dictionary defin ing the membership functions (3) an
inference mechanism that applies a fuzzy reasoning
mechanis m to derive a fu zzy output and (4) a
defuzzifier, that translates the fuzzy output into a crisp
value.

Knowledge base
Database
Rule base

Inference
Engine

Fuzzifier
Crisp
Input

Defuzzifier

Fuzzy
Input

Fuzzy
Output

Crisp
Output

Fig. 1: Basic structure of a fuzzy inference system

Types of fuzzy models:
There are three main types of fuzzy models that
differ in the way the rule consequents and the
implication process. These are Mamdani, TakagiSugeno-Kang (TSK) and Sugeno/TSK type 0 fuzzy
models[1-2].
In Mamdani models, each fuzzy rule is of the form:

In TSK models, each fuzzy rule is of the form:
Ri : If x1 is A i1 and ……and xn is A in then y is
n

Ri : If x1 is A i1 and ……and xn is A in then y is B
Where, x1, …….., xn are the input variables and y is
the output variable. A i1 , ………., A in and B are the
linguistic values of the input and output variables in the
ith fuzzy rule.
The Mamdani fuzzy models have fu zzy sets as rule
consequents. The main advantage of such model is
their high interpretability since the output variables are
Copyright © 2013 MECS

defined linguistically. Ho wever, these models lack
accuracy and have high computational cost. Lack of
accuracy is due to the rigidity of linguistic values,
whereas high co mputational cost can be attributed to
computational intensive defuzzification process.

a x
i 1

i

i

c

where, ai and c are constants.
whereas, for Singleton models, each fuzzy ru le is of
the form:
Ri : If x1 is A i1 and ……and xn is A in then y is C
where, C is a fuzzy singleton.
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In Singleton models, the consequents are represented
by a fu zzy singleton. Singleton models can be
considered as a special case of either Mamdan i or TSK
fuzzy models, as a constant value is equivalent to both
a singleton fuzzy set i.e. a fuzzy set that has its
membership value in a single point of the universe of
discourse and a linear function as defined by TSK rule
consequent, when a i = 0. Due to the discrete
representation of the output variable, the
defuzzificat ion process requires less computational
efforts than for Mamdani and TSK models.

through a local search, before being involved in the
evolutionary process [10]. A local search algorithm
starts fro m a configuration generated at random or
constructed by some other algorith m. Subsequently, it
iterates using at each step a transition based on
neighborhood of the current configuration. Transition
leading to preferable configurat ion are accepted i.e. the
newly generated configuration becomes the current
configuration in the next step. Otherwise the current
configuration is kept. The process is repeated until a
certain termination criterion is met. A pseudo code for
a MA procedure is given in Figure 2(a).

III. Memetic Algorithms

Procedure Local_Search(current);

Evolutionary algorith ms is a general term for
evolutionary programming, evolution strategies,
genetic algorithms, and genetic programming have
been applied successfully in various domains of search,
optimization, and artificial intelligence. In the field of
combinatorial optimization, it has been shown that
augmenting evolutionary algorith ms with problemspecific heuristics can lead to highly effective
approaches. These hybrid evolutionary algorith ms
combine the advantages of efficient heuristics
incorporating domain knowledge and population-based
search approaches. One form of hybridization is the
use of local search in evolutionary algorith ms [7-8].
These algorithms, somet imes called genetic local
search algorithms, belong to the class of Memetic
algorithms.

Begin;

3.1 Memetic Algorithms
MAs are inspired by Dawkins notion of a meme [9].
MAs are similar to GAs but the elements that form a
chromosome are called memes and not the genes. The
unique aspect of the MAs is that all chro mosomes and
offsprings are allowed gain ing some experience,

while TerminationCriterion() not met;
new = GenerateNeighbor(Current)
if fitness(new) < fitness(current)
return;
else
current = new;
endif
return current;
end while
End;
Fig. 2(a): Pseudo code for local procedure

As such, the term MAs is used to describe GAs that
heavily use local search [11-12]. A pseudo code for a
MA procedure is given in Figure 2(b). Similar to the
GAs, an in itial population is created at random.
Afterwards, a local search is performed on each
population member to improve its experience and thus
obtain a population of local optimu m solutions. Then,
crossover and mutation operators are applied, similar to
GAs, to produce offsprings. These offsprings are then
subjected to the local search so that local optimality is
always maintained.

Procedure MA;
Begin;
Initialize population P;
For each individual i  P: calculate fitness (i);
For j  1 to #generations;
For each individual i  P: do Local-Search (i);
Perform crossover;
Select two parents ia , ib  P randomly;
Generate offspring ic = Crossover (ia , ib );
ic = Local-Search (ic);
Perform mutation;
Select an individual i  P randomly;
Generate offspring ic = Mutate (i);
ic = Local-Search (ic);
Calculate the fitness of the offspring ic;
Add individual ic to P;
P = select (P);
End for
End;
Fig. 2(b): Pseudo code for a MA procedure

Copyright © 2013 MECS
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1 Only triangular type membership functions are used
for both input and output variables.

IV. Fuzzy Model Identifications
The fuzzy model identificat ion can be formu lated as
a search and optimization problem in high dimensional
space, where each point correspond to a fuzzy system
i.e. represents membership functions, rule-base and
hence
the
corresponding
system behaviour.
Evolutionary algorith ms have the capability to find an
optimal or near optimal solution in a given complex
search space and can be used to modify/learn the
parameters of fu zzy model. Evolutionary algorith ms
offer a number of advantages over other search
methods as they integrate elements of directed and
stochastic search. These algorithms do not require any
knowledge about the characterstics of the search space.
Moreover, due to the parallel nature of the evolutionary
algorith ms, the possibility to reach a g lobal min ima (or
maxima) is high.
The application of EAs for fu zzy model
identification involves a number of important
considerations.
1.Co mpletely represent the fuzzy system within the
chromosome through some encoding mechanism.
2.Define an appropriate fitness function for
evaluating the chromosomes representing fuzzy models.
Here Mean Square Error (MSE) defined in (1) is used
for rat ing the quality of fuzzy model. Lower the value
of MSE, better is the quality of fuzzy model.

MSE 

1
N
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2 Nu mber of membership functions for each input and
output variables are kept fixed.
3 First and last membership functions of each input
and output variables are represented by zed and
sigma type respectively.
4 Complete rule base is considered.
5 Overlapping between the adjacent membership
functions for all the variables are ensured through
some defined constraints.

4.1.1. Encoding method for Membership functions
Consider a triangular membership function and let
xk l , xk c , and xk r represent the coordinates of left anchor,
cortex and right anchor of the kth linguistic variables as
shown in figure 4(a). Zed type membership function is
shown in figure 4(b) with x1 l , x1 c , and x1 r as the
coordinates of left anchor, cortex and right anchor of
the 1st linguistic variables. Here x1 l =xmin and xmin is
the lower limit of the universe of discourse of that
variable. Sig ma type membership function is shown in
figure 4(c) with xn l , xn c , and xn r as the coordinates of
left anchor, co rtex and right anchor of the n th linguistic
variables. Here xn r =xmax and xma x is the upper limit of
the universe of discourse of that variable..

N

[ y(k )  y(k )' ]

2

k 1

(1)

1

where, y(k) is the desired output and y(k)‟ is the
actual output of the fuzzy model. N is number of data
points taken for calculating MSE with training data set
as well as test data set.
0
xkl

4.1 Encoding Mechanism
We have considered only mu lti-input single-output
(MISO) fu zzy model with n nu mber of inputs as shown
in figure 3. The nu mber of fu zzy sets for the inputs are
m1 , m2 , m3 ,..., mn respectively.

xkc

xkr

Fig. 4(a): Characteristics of a triangular membership function

1
1(m 1 )
Output
2(m 2 )
Fuzzy
Model

0
x1l

x1c

x1r

n(m n )
Fig. 4(b): Characteristics of a triangular membership function
Fig. 3: A multi-input, single-output fuzzy model

Some of the assumptions used for model formulat ion
are listed below.
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The following constraints are imposed for every
membership function of input and output variables.

1

xk 1 < xk c < xk r
Thus the parameters of the membership functions for
the input and output variables are represented by the
chromosome as follows:

0
xnl

xnc

(x1 1 , x1 c , x1 r , x2 1 , x2 c , x2 r ,……., xn 1 , xn c , xn r,
xn+1 1 , xn+1 c , xn+1 r)

xnr

Fig. 4(c): Characteristics of a triangular membership function

The index n+1 corresponds to the membership
functions of the output variable.

1

0
x1c

x2l

x1r

x2c

x3l

x2r

x3c

Fig. 5: Representation of overlapping through constraints for a variable with 3 membership functions

Also imposing additional constraints ensures the
overlapping between the adjacent membership
functions. Consider that a variable is represented by
three fuzzy sets as in fig. 5, and then those additional
constraints to ensure overlapping can be represented
below.

Chromsome size (for membership functions) =

xmin < x1 c< x2 l < x1 r < x2 c < x3 l < x2 r < x3 c <xmax

n 1

where, xmin and xmax are the universe of discourse for
that particular variable.
Also xmin = xl 1 and xmax = xr3
The additional constraints represented above can be
generalized for any nu mber o f membership functions
and are represented as:

2

c

xmin < x1 c< x2 l < x1 r < x2 c < x3 l < x2 r < x3 c ,……., < xn< xn-1 l < xn-2 r < xn-1 c < xn l < xn-1 r < xn c <xmax
(2)
where xmin = xl 1 and xmax = xrn

The chro mosome size required to encode the
membership functions for each variable is given as
Chromosome size = 3mi – 2

(3)

For fig 5, mi = 3 and hence the chro mosome size for
encoding the variable consisting of 3 membership
functions shall be 3*3 – 2 = 7.

Copyright © 2013 MECS

The equation(3) can be generalized for the fuzzy
system with mu lti input single output (MISO). The size
of the chro mosome to encode only membership
functions for input and output variables for a Mamdani
fuzzy model can be represented as in (3).

 (3m
i 1

i

 2)
(4)

Where, n is number of input variables, mi is number
of fu zzy sets for ith input and the index n+1
corresponds to the membership functions of the output
variables.

4.1.2 Encoding method for fuzzy rules
Because the complete rule base is to be considered,
the size required fo r representing the entire rule base is
given by (5).
n

 mi
Chromosome size (for rule base) =

i 1

(5)

Here each element is representing the index of the
membership functions of the output variable.
Thus, the chromosome size required for encoding
the Mamdani fu zzy model can be obtained in (6) by
simply adding the (4) and (5).
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Chromosome size (Mamdani model) =
n 1

n

i 1

i 1
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variable, rule consequents and rule base corresponding
to a ma mdani fuzzy model can be represented as
shown in fig. 6 that also carries the details about the
chromosome size. The parameters that are mod ified
through MA have been put in shaded blocks and unshaded blocks represent fixed parameters.

 (3mi  2)   mi
(6)

Thus, a chromosome representing the parameters of
the membership functions for input variable, output

For the purpose of clarity in representation another subscript has been attached with the parameters of triangular
membership functions so as to associate them with the input and output variables. Fo r example, the three parameters
for second fuzzy set of the first variable are represented as
xl 12 , xc12 , xr12
Here first subscript represents input variable and 2nd subscript represents corresponding fuzzy set of that input.
Chromosome
Size
Input
Variable #1
Input
Variable #2
…
…
Input
Variable #n

xl 11

xc11

xr11

xl 12

xc12

xr12

…

…

xl 1m1

xc1m1

xr1m1

3m1 -2

xl 21

xc21

xr21

xl 22

xc22

xr22

…

…

xl 2m2

xc2m2

xr2m2

3m2 -2

…
…
xl n1

…
…
xcn1

…
…
xrn1

…
…
xl n2

…
…
xcn2

…
…
xrn2

…
…
…

…
…
…

…
…
xl nmn

…
…
xcnmn

…
…
xrnmn

…
…
3mn -2

Output
Variable

yl1

y c1

y r1

yl2

y c2

y r2

…

…

ylm

y cm

y rm

3m-2

Rule Base
(rule
number)

R(1)

R(2)

R(3)

R(4)

…

…

…

…

R(m1 *m2 *…*mn )

n

 mi
i 1

n 1

Chromosome Size for representing Mamdani fuzzy model =

 (3m
i 1

i

n

 2)   mi
i 1

Fig. 6: Representation of a Mamdani type fuzzy model by a Chromosome

In case of singleton fuzzy model with t being the
number of singleton output values , (7) represent the
required size of the chro mosome to encode the
Singleton fuzzy model.

Begin;

Chromosome size (Sugeno model) =
n

n

i 1

i 1

 (3mi  2)  t   mi
(7)

In fig 7 a chro mosome is shown wh ich represents
the parameters fo r input variable, output variable, rule
consequent and rule base corresponding to sugeno
fuzzy model. It also tells about the detail of the
chromosome size.
The framewo rk for the identificat ion of fuzzy model
through the Memetic algorith m is represented in fig. 8
and pseudo code for local search is given in fig. 9,
where d is an incremental value used to find the
neighbor of the variable[13].
Copyright © 2013 MECS

Define initial parameters for MA algorithm *;
Iteration = 0;
Create initial population of chromosomes;
While iteration ≤ Maximum iteration
Constraint chromosomes acc. to ( 2);
Build fuzzy model for each chromosome@;
Evaluate each fuzzy model and calculate MSE
using (1);
Apply standard procedure of MA (figure 2(b))
to get the new population;
Iteration = iteration + 1;
End

End
Fig. 8: A framework for fuzzy model identification through Memetic
algorithm

*Initial parameters like population size crossover
probability, mutation probability, maximu m nu mber of
iterations. Local search probability.
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@One chro mosome represents the parameters of the
membership function for each input variab le, output
variable, rule consequents and rule base corresponding
to required fuzzy model.

Begin;
Select an incremental value d=a*Rand( ), where a is a
constant that suits the variable values;
For a given chromosome iP: calculate fitness(i);
For j1 to number of variables in chromosome i;
Value (j)=value (j)+d;
If chromosome fitness not improved then
value(j)=value (j)-d;
If chromosome fitness not improved then
retain the original value (j);
Next j;
End
Fig. 9: Pseudocode for the memetic local search
Chromosome
Size

Input Variable
#1
Input Variable
#2
…
…
Input Variable
#n

xl 11

xc11

xr11

xl 12

xc12

xr12

…

…

xl 1m1

xc1m1

xr1m1

3m1 -2

xl 21

xc21

xr21

xl 22

xc22

xr22

…

…

xl 2m2

xc2m2

xr2m2

3m2 -2

…
…
xl n1

…
…
xcn1

…
…
xrn1

…
…
xl n2

…
…
xcn2

…
…
xrn2

…
…
…

…
…
…

…
…
xl nmn

…
…
xcnmn

…
…
xrnmn

…
…
3mn -2

Output
Variable

c1

c2

c3

c4

…

…

…

…

…

…

ct

t(say)

Rule Base
(rule number)

R(1)

R(2)

R(3)

R(4)

…

…

…

…

R(m1 *m2 *…*mn )

n

 mi
i 1

n

Chromosome Size for representing Sugeno fuzzy model =

 (3m
i 1

i

n

 2)  t   mi
i 1

* The shaded block represents the parameters to be modified through MAs and an un -shaded block represents
fixed parameters.
xl i1 and y l 1 are equal to the minimum values of the input and output variables and xri1 and y r1 are equal to the
maximu m value of the input and output variables.
Fig. 7: Representation of a Sugeno type fuzzy model by a Chromosome

V.

basis of the study fro m literature and the personal
expertise of the author.

Illustrative Examples

In the following four subsections, we consider four
different modeling problems. The first example
involves the modeling o f a rapid Ni-Cd battery charger
and second is the modeling of gas -furnace based upon
given data. This is fo llo wed by the application of this
approach to two benchmark datasets for classification
problem i.e. Iris data classification problem and the
wine data classification problem. So me of datasets
fro m the co mplete data is chosen for training and
validation dataset has been taken fro m rest of the data
sets. We compare the obtained results with the results
found in literature. Table 1 shows the preferred
parameters for the modeling of these examples.
Here the init ial population size 20 has been chosen
in order to reduce the co mputational time and the
complexity of the problem. After the selection of init ial
population size the other parameters were set on the
Copyright © 2013 MECS

T able 1: Parameters used in MAs
Parameter

Value

Population Size

20

Crossover rate (XOVR)

0.8

Mutation probability (pm)

0.09

Generation Gap (GGAP)

0.7

Local Search Probability (p ls)

0.9

Interval (T)

10

A Memetic algorith m raises a number of important
issues and the foremost issues may be stated as[7]:
“What is the best trade-off between local search and
the global search provided by evolution?”

I.J. Information Technology and Computer Science, 2013, 08, 24-37
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This leads naturally to questions such as:

5.1 Rapid Ni-Cd Battery Charger

How often should local search be applied?
On which solutions should local search be used?
How long local search should be used?
How efficient does local search need to be?

The suggested approach has been applied for
identification of fuzzy model for the rapid NickelCad miu m (Ni-Cd) battery charger, developed in [14].
The main objective of develop ment of this charger was
to charge the batteries as quickly as possible but
without any damage. This data set cons ists of 561
input-output points, available at [15].

Parameters local search probability (p ls ) and interval
(T) is used to overcome these issues. The local search
phase is not activated at every generation, but at an
interval of every T generation with T  1 and with local
search probability (p ls ) selected by the user. This is
done to avoid a high computational cost of building
and optimizing appro ximations at every generation.
Performing local learn ing and search at every
generation may not leave time for global evolution and
significant sampling of the search space. Here we
choose a big probability after a selected interval
„T‟(t ime) in order to achieve good results and to reduce
complexity and computational cost.

For this charger, the two input variables used to
control the charging rate (Ct) are absolute temperature
of the batteries (T) and its temperature grad ient (dT/dt).
Maximu m charging current can be 8C where C is
capacity of battery [16]. In case of 2 AA battery with a
capacity of 500 mAh, charg ing current is 500 * 8 = 4A.
The input and output variables identified for rapid NiCd battery charger along with their universe of
discourse are listed in table 2.

T able 2: Input and output variables for rapid Ni-Cd battery charger along with their universe of discourse
INPUT VARIABLES

MINIMUM VALUE

MAXIMUM VALUE

0

50

0

1

0

8C

0

T emperature (T)[ C]
0

T emperature Gradient (dT/dt)[ C/10sec]
O UTPUT VARIABLE
Charging Rate (Ct)[A]

Fro m the co mplete data set approximately 10
percent data sets have been chosen for training and
another 10 percent fro m rest of the data is used for
validation. Table 3 shows the Results obtained from

the present approach for mamdani type and singleton
type fuzzy model using GAs and MAs. These are
compared with the Results found in literature (Tab le 4).

T able 3: Results for Rapid Ni-Cd Battery Charger from Present Approach.
Performance (MSE)
Model

No. of Iterations

Mamdani
Singleton

GAs

MAs

2000

0.0135

0.0032

2000

0.0367

0.0235

T able 4: Results for Rapid Ni-Cd Battery Charger from Literature
Author

Model

No. of Iterations

Performance (MSE)

Khosla et. al [17]

Mamdani

2500

0.1455

Khosla et. al [17]

Singleton

2500

0.1123

Fig 10 shows the graph between actual output and
output obtained from GAs for training dataset and
validating dataset respectively and fig 11 shows the
graph between actual output and output obtained from

Copyright © 2013 MECS

MAs for training dataset and validating dataset
respectively.
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Fig. 10: Performance of training and validating data sets obtained from GAs

Fig. 11: Performance of training and validating data sets obtained from MAs

5.2 Box & Jenkin’s Gas Furnace Data
Bo x & Jenkin‟s gas furnace data is a single input
single output time series data for a gas furnace process
with gas flow rate u(t) as the input and y(t), the CO2
concentration as the output. Sugeno and Yasukava [17]
consider 10 input variables which are y(t-1),…,y(t4),u (t-1),…,u(t-6) as candidates to effect the output y(t).
The orig inal data set contains 296 data pairs and with
these settings only 290 of them can be used. Results
Copyright © 2013 MECS

obtained from the present approach with GAs and MAs
are shown in Table 6 and the results obtained from
literature are shown in Table 5. Here we have chosen
approximately 10 percent data sets from the comp lete
data sets for training and 20 percent data sets from the
rest data sets for validation. Performance is measured
in terms of MSE[18].
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T able 5: Results for the Gas Furnace Data from Literature
Author
Position Gradient
Model[17]
T ong [19]
Pedryez[20]
Xu-Lu[21]
Sugeno et. al[22]

Linear model

Inputs
y(t-1)
u(t-4)
u(t-3)
y(t-1)
u(t-4)
y(t-1)
u(t-4)
y(t-1)
u(t-4)
y(t-1)
u(t-4)
y(t-1)
y(t-2)
u(t-3)
u(t-4)
u(t-6)

No. of
Rules

Performance
(MSE)

6

0.190

19

0.469

81

0.320

25

0.328

6

0.355

---

0.193

33

T able 6: Results for the Gas Furnace Data from Present Approach
No. of
Iterations

No. of
Rules

y(t-1)
u(t-4)

5000

y(t-1)
u(t-4)
u(t-3)

5000

Input

Performance
(MSE)
GAs

MAs

8

0.0769

0.0076

16

0.1585

0.1546

Fig 12 shows the graph between actual output and
output obtained fro m GAs for train ing and validating
datasets respectively and fig 13 shows the graph
between actual output and output obtained from MAs
for training and validating datasets respectively.

Fig. 12: Performance of training and validating data sets of Box & Jenkins Gas Furnace Data obtained from GAs

Fig. 13: Performance of training and validating data sets of Box & Jenkins Gas Furnace Data obtained from MAs

Copyright © 2013 MECS
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The results suggest that the performance of our
approach is much better than the others found in
literature.

T able 7: Results for Iris Data from Literature.
Classification
Rate

No. of
Misclassifications

Shi et. al[23]

98%

3

5.3 Iris Data classification

Ishibuchi et. al[25]

84%

24

The iris data is a common benchmark in
classification and pattern recognitions [23-2]. It
contains 50 measurement of three s pecies Iris Setosa,
Iris Versicolor,and Iris Virginica. We label the species
1,2 and 3 respectively, wh ich gives a 150 * 5 pattern
matrix Z of observational vectors.

Bezdek et. al[26]

98%

3

FRBL[27]

98%

3

99.3%

1

Zk = [xk1 ,xk2 ,xk3 ,xk4 ,ck ]

ck =

ck  [1,2,3],

1
2
3

if y k < 1.5
if 1.5  y k < 2.5
if 2.5  y k

Authors

Magni Setnes et. Al[28]

For training we choose 10 percent of the data fro m
complete data set. The performance of the proposed
approach with sugeno type system is shown in Fig. 14
and Table 8 shows the classification rate for Iris data
classification using GAs and MAs .
T able 8: Results for fhe Iris Data from Present Approach

k = 1,2,…150.

Where xk1 ,xk2 ,xk3 , and xk4 are the sepal length, sepal
width, petal length and petal width respectively. In
order to perform classification the output yk was used
with the following classification rule:

Algorithm

Classification
Rate

No. of
Misclassifications

MAs

100%

Nil

GAs

100%

Nil

Solutions obtained in the literature are shown in
Table 7.

Fig. 14: Performance of Iris data classification

5.4 Wine Data Classification
This data is the result of a chemical analysis of
wines fro m the same reg ion but with different types of
groups, using 13 continuous variables. The 13
continuous variables are: alcohol, malic acid, ash,
alkalinity of ash, magnesium, total phenols, flavanoids,
Copyright © 2013 MECS

non flavanoids, phenols, proanthocyaninsm color
intensity, hue, OD280/OD315 o f diluted wines and
proline. The obtained result fro m the literature is
shown in Table 9.
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T able 9: Results for the Wine Data from Literature
Authors

Classification Rate

No. O f Misclassifications

97.8%

4

FRBL[27]

100%

Nil

Magni Setnes et. al[28]

98.3%

3

Corcoran and sen[29]

98.3%

3

Ishibuchi et. al[24]

Fro m the observation we observe that the features
ash, magnesium, total phenols, nonflavanoids phenols,
proanthocyaninsm color intensity and hue have little
variation over the three classes. Hence we ignore these
features and retained the rest of features for working
out with sugeno type model. We have taken 10 percent
data sets fro m co mplete data sets to train the system.
The performance of the proposed approach is shown in
Fig. 15 and Table 10 g ives the classification rate of

MAs and GAs, which is better than the others found in
literature.
T able 10: Results for the Wine Data from Present Approach
Algorithm

Classification
Rate

No. O f
Misclassifications

MAs

98.88%

2

GAs

97.19%

5

Fig. 15: Performance of Wine data classification obtained from MAs and GAs

VI. Conclusions & Future Scope
In this paper, we have described the use of memetic
algorith ms (MAs) for the identification of fu zzy
models fro m the availab le data. The proposed
modeling approach was successfully applied to four
well-known problems fro m literature: A rapid Ni-Cd
battery charger, the Bo x & Jen kins‟s gas -furnace data,
the Iris data classification problem and the wine data
classification problem. The proposed approach is better
than the results reported in literature. Th is paper also
Copyright © 2013 MECS

compares the results obtained from MAs and GAs,
when used for identifying fu zzy models of same
complexity that were generated fro m the same data.
The results bring out the tremendous efficiency of MAs.
The suggested framework can be extended to increase
the flexibility of the search by incorporating additional
parameters so that the search for the optimal solution
could be executed in terms of number of membership
functions for each variable, the type of membership
function and the number of rules.
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Optimization Algorith ms”, Advance Engineering
Informatics ELSEVIER, vol. 19, pp. 43-53, 2005.
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